
UAV Comparative Analysis Completed

Projects Significant Capital and Operating Cost Reductions, when Selecting the Silent Guardian

DENVER, CO, USA, January 30, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Bye Aerospace, Inc. and BoldIQ, Inc.

concluded an extensive analysis that projects the long endurance Silent Guardian, a solar-electric

hybrid unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), deployed with BoldIQ’s dynamic operations optimization

software, offers twice the mission productivity (effective time on station versus total sortie flight

hours) at less than half the operating costs. 

The Silent Guardian UAV, in development by Bye Aerospace, is designed as a self-deployable high

altitude long endurance (HALE) hybrid aircraft able to provide global range for persistent

Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) to support commercial, defense and security

requirements. With a broad range of military and civil applications, the solar-electric Silent

Guardian answers the market need for enhanced mission capability at a significantly reduced

fleet size, reduced operating budget, and reduced environmental impact.

BoldIQ’s dynamic operations optimization software is a proven solution that enables significant

capital and operating cost reductions for customers. More missions using less assets and lower

operating costs. BoldIQ’s software was selected by Bye Aerospace to complement the Silent

Guardian, together providing customers with an unparalleled UAV solution.

The detailed analysis verifies the cost and mission efficiencies of Silent Guardian and three other

comparable UAVs currently in service. More than 180 different hypothetical mission scenarios

varying in range, length, and parallel operations, were evaluated across an area of seven million

square miles. In order to neutralize the potential differences created by operations scheduling

among the various UAVs, BoldIQ applied its operations optimization software to all four UAVs

equally. With a highly efficient operating schedule for all UAVs, the results demonstrated that the

Silent Guardian will perform the same number and mix of missions with 16% to 64% less aircraft,

and significantly reduced operating costs, when compared to the other three leading UAVs.

“The results clearly highlight the significant cost and performance benefits made possible by the

very long endurance Silent Guardian,” said Kerry Beresford, Bye Aerospace’s Senior Vice

President – Government Programs. “It also draws attention to the enormous environmental

benefits of applying hybrid technology in aerospace by significantly reducing fuel burn and

harmful emissions.”

“The UAV operating environment is ever changing and is constantly being impacted by numerous
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factors both in planning and in real-time. Compounding this complexity is the harsh

environment of shrinking budgets,” said Roei Ganzarski, President and CEO of BoldIQ. “Real-time

dynamic optimization provides operators with the edge they need - the ability to increase

efficiency and productivity, while reducing waste, and lowering capital costs. Combine that with

the momentous operating improvements of the Silent Guardian and the solution is

unmatched.”

George E. Bye, President and CEO of Bye Aerospace, said the projections confirm what Silent

Guardian UAV will achieve. “I would like to give a special thanks to the team at BoldIQ,” he said.

“Their report quantifies the Silent Guardian’s endurance and cost advantages.  As we continue

with the detailed design phase of Silent Guardian, we are verifying the substantial cost savings

and significantly increased efficiencies to ISR missions.”

ABOUT BYE AEROSPACE, INC.

Bye Aerospace, founded in 2007 and headquartered near Denver, is applying clean energy

solutions to innovative aircraft designs for the business aviation and defense markets.  For more

information, go to www.ByeAerospace.com. 

ABOUT BOLDIQ, INC.

BoldIQ provides software platforms enabling real-time, optimal and actionable solutions for

resource utilization, operations management, and disruption recovery, in complex business

environments. BoldIQ’s software continuously provides plans and schedules for the optimal use

of resources, assets, and people, based on current demand, cost structure, external factors,

policies and regulations, so that companies can make informed and integrated decisions in real-

time, all the time. For more information go to www.boldiq.com
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